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Leon Outdoor Bean Bag Ottoman
Bench - Pearl Acrylic
JXX-16391415

The Leon Outdoor Bean Bag Ottoman is the perfect way to prop up your feet on the patio or deck! Say
goodbye to uncomfortable hardwood or metal patio furniture because the EPS bead filling inside the Leon
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conforms to your body. This draped ottoman caters to a variety of needs: use it as a traditional footrest, pop
a squat for an extra seat, or set it beside your favorite lounger for a side table. The Leon is covered with
solution dyed acrylic fabric that is fade, mold, UV, and weather resistant ensuring that it will last for seasons
and stay cool in the summer sun. Bring it inside for a modern and unique accent piece when the seasons
change to colder weather. The Leon pairs perfectly with the Jaxx Juniper and Ponce Chairs (sold separately).
The cover is removable and machine washable to ensure your Leon always looks its best. Care instructions
for cover: machine wash with cold water, tumble dry on low heat.

Comfortable and modern bean bag ottoman, side-table, or extra seat that is suitable for both indoor
and outdoor use
Includes fade, mold, UV, and weather resistant outer cover, inner-liner with childproof zipper, and
polystyrene bead filling
Cover is both removable and machine-washable, and the inner-liner keeps the filling safely out of sight
when cleaning the cover
When not in use, it is recommended to store in a covered space to reduce unnecessary wear and tear
and extend longevity of product
Water, mildew, stain, and fade resistant with 1500 + hours of UV protection
Dimensions (inches): 26L x 18W x 14H; 6lbs
Made with pride in the USA (Atlanta, GA) : No Assembly Required
Available in Light Blue, Lime, Lime Stripe, Navy, Navy Stripe, White, Taupe, Taupe Stripe
Also available in Sunbrella fabric
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